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the power supply will create a short circuit if the side is 0-V. After the PLC Alarm program has ended, deliberately
establish a connection to the external electrical network and do not turn off the PLC Outpost for 30 minutes
(TERMINAL key). Perhaps this will increase the reliability and safety of the system.n On external PLC controllers
during operation, a short circuit may be created, which in no case should be used to connect to the PLC. You
should disable the controller, then restart the PLC Management Tools or refer to the documentation and study the
safety and certification documentation of your controller.n When working with the PLC manually with this file, it
is recommended to use the PLC Administrator to load and logically control the parameters. Be careful when
accessing the file and follow all the requirements of the instructions.n To check the compatibility of the controller
parameters and the possibility of further loading, check its integrity. To do this, re-view it and enable DFU
(Demand Frequency Update). If the DFU is not enabled, it is disabled, or the system malfunction was caused by a
violation of its preset mode of operation (for example, a failure of the modular PLC). In this case, switch off the
controllers and perform an automatic setting of the parameters (for example: blocking) or check if the DFUM is
enabled. For additional control of the DFPU, it is recommended to use the RISC-PC100 PLC. To check the status
of the boot module in the system, the "Bootmkboot" utility is used (see help).n The PLCManager.txt program was
used to boot the system. It is currently recommended to use some other program to back up your PLC before it is
backed up or any other incident occurs that could corrupt it.n PLC systems can have multiple command
connections. You must always use the "K"-ON command to daisy-chain (hence the name) controllers and daisy-
chain them. The shortest and most convenient connection should be used. It can be specified by the following
commands: n "K" - terminal connection. n "V" - portable connection. You must enter only one character from
among: VB, VC, VD, VE, F, F1.n Control Basic PLC Functions When you press the "M" key, PLC controllers will
be
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